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199Introducing for Loops

statement1

statement1
for (int_expr; test_expr; update_expr)
     statement2
statement3

init_expr

statement3

statement2

update_expr

test_expr

for loop

true

false

Figure 5.1 The design of for loops.

the number of loop cycles. However, it can be any valid C++ expression, as can the other
control expressions.This makes the for loop capable of much more than simply counting
from 0 to 5, the way the first loop example does.You’ll see some examples of this later.

The for loop body consists of a single statement, but you’ll soon learn how to stretch
that rule. Figure 5.1 summarizes the for loop design.

A for statement looks something like a function call because it uses a name followed
by paired parentheses. However, for’s status as a C++ keyword prevents the compiler
from thinking for is a function. It also prevents you from naming a function for.

Tip
Common C++ style is to place a space between for and the following parenthesis and to
omit space between a function name and the following parenthesis:

for (i = 6; i < 10; i++)
smart_function(i);
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for loop

1 // forloop.cpp -- introducing the for loop

2 #include <iostream>

3 int main()

4 {

5 using namespace std;

6

7 int i; // create a counter

8 // initialize; test ; update

9

10 for (i = 0; i < 5; i++)

11 cout << "C++ knows loops.\n";

12

13 cout << "C++ knows when to stop.\n";

14 return 0;

15 }
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for loop

1 // num_test.cpp -- use numeric test in for loop

2 #include <iostream>

3 int main()

4 {

5 using namespace std;

6

7 cout << "Enter the starting countdown value: ";

8 int limit;

9 cin >> limit;

10

11 short i;

12 for (i = limit; i; i--) // quits when i is 0

13 cout << "i = " << i << "\n";

14

15 cout << "Done now that i = " << i << "\n";

16 return 0;

17 }
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factorial program

1 // -- more looping with for

2 #include <iostream>

3 const int ArSize = 16; // example of external

declaration

4

5 int main()

6 {

7 short factorials[ArSize];

8 factorials[1] = factorials[0] = 1LL;

9

10 for (int i = 2; i < ArSize; i++)

11 factorials[i] = i * factorials[i-1];

12 for (int i = 0; i < ArSize; i++)

13 std::cout << i << "! = " << factorials[i] << std::

endl;

14 return 0;

15 }
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changing the step size

1 // -- count as directed

2 #include <iostream>

3 int main()

4 {

5 using std::cout; // a using declaration

6 using std::cin;

7 using std::endl;

8

9 cout << "Enter an integer: ";

10 int by;

11 cin >> by;

12

13 cout << "Counting by " << by << "s:\n";

14

15 for (int i = 0; i < 100; i = i + by)

16 cout << i << endl;

17 return 0;

18 }
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increment and decrement

1 // -- the increment operator

2 #include <iostream>

3 int main()

4 {

5

6 using std::cout;

7 int a = 20;

8 int b = 20;

9

10 cout << "a = " << a << ": b = " << b << "\n";

11

12 cout << "a++ = " << a++ << ": ++b = " << ++b << "\n"

;

13

14 cout << "a = " << a << ": b = " << b << "\n";

15

16 return 0;

17 }
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increment and decrement

1 // -- the increment operator

2 #include <iostream>

3 int main()

4 {

5

6 using std::cout;

7 int x = 5;

8 int y = ++x;

9

10 cout << "x = " << x << ": y = " << y << "\n";

11

12 int z=y++;

13

14 cout << "y = " << y << ": z = " << z << "\n";

15

16

17

18 return 0;

19 }
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scope

1 //scope.cpp

2 #include <iostream>

3 int main()

4 {

5 using std::cout;

6 using std::endl;

7 int x = 20; // original x

8 { // block starts

9 cout << x << endl; // use original x

10 int x = 100; // new x

11 cout << x << endl; // use new x

12 } // block ends

13 cout << x << endl; // use original x

14 return 0;

15 }
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225The while Loop

statement1
while (test_expr)
      statement2
statement3

statement3

statement2test_expr

while loop

true

false

statement1

Figure 5.3 The structure of while loops.

you want the loop to terminate eventually, something within the loop body must do
something to affect the test-condition expression. For example, the loop can increment
a variable used in the test condition or read a new value from keyboard input. Like the
for loop, the while loop is an entry-condition loop.Thus, if test-condition evaluates to
false at the beginning, the program never executes the body of the loop.

Listing 5.13 puts a while loop to work.The loop cycles through each character in a
string and displays the character and its ASCII code.The loop quits when it reaches the
null character.This technique of stepping through a string character-by-character until
reaching the null character is a standard C++ method for processing C-style strings.
Because a string contains its own termination marker, programs often don’t need explicit
information about how long a string is.

Listing 5.13 while.cpp

// while.cpp -- introducing the while loop
#include <iostream>
const int ArSize = 20;
int main()
{

using namespace std;
char name[ArSize];
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while

1 // while.cpp -- introducing the while loop

2 #include <iostream>

3 const int ArSize = 20;

4 int main()

5 {

6 using namespace std;

7 char name[ArSize];

8 cout << "Your first name, please: ";

9 cin >> name;

10 cout << "Here is your name :\n";

11 int i = 0;

12 while(name[i] != ’\0’)

13 {

14 cout << name[i] << ": " << int(name[i]) << endl;

15 i++;

16 }

17 return 0;

18 }
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254 Chapter 6 Branching Statements and Logical Operators

The if Statement
When a C++ program must choose whether to take a particular action, you usually
implement the choice with an if statement.The if comes in two forms: if and if

else. Let’s investigate the simple if first. It’s modeled after ordinary English, as in “If you
have a Captain Cookie card, you get a free cookie.” The if statement directs a program
to execute a statement or statement block if a test condition is true and to skip that state-
ment or block if the condition is false.Thus, an if statement lets a program decide
whether a particular statement should be executed.

The syntax for the if statement is similar to the that of the while syntax:

if (test-condition)
statement

A true test-condition causes the program to execute statement, which can be a
single statement or a block.A false test-condition causes the program to skip
statement (see Figure 6.1).As with loop test conditions, an if test condition is type cast
to a bool value, so zero becomes false and nonzero becomes true.The entire if con-
struction counts as a single statement.

Most often, test-condition is a relational expression such as those used to control
loops. Suppose, for example, that you want a program that counts the spaces in the input
as well as the total number of characters.You can use cin.get(char) in a while loop to

statement1
if (test_expr)
     statement2
statement3

statement3

statement2test_expr

if statement

true

false

statement1

Figure 6.1 The structure of if statements.
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217Introducing for Loops

Table 5.2 Relational Operators

Operator Meaning

<< Is less than

<= Is less than or equal to

== Is equal to

> Is greater than

>= Is greater than or equal to

!= Is not equal to

expression. (In other words, the comma operator is a sequence point.) Expressions such as
the following are safe:

i = 20, j = 2 * i      // i set to 20, then j set to 40

Second, C++ states that the value of a comma expression is the value of the second
part of the expression.The value of the preceding expression, for example, is 40 because
that is the value of j = 2 * i.

The comma operator has the lowest precedence of any operator. For example, this
statement:

cata = 17,240;

gets read as this:

(cats = 17), 240;

That is, cats is set to 17, and 240 does nothing. But because parentheses have high
precedence, the following results in cats being set to 240, the value of the expression on
the right of the comma:

cats = (17,240);

Relational Expressions
Computers are more than relentless number crunchers.They have the capability to com-
pare values, and this capability is the foundation of computer decision making. In C++
relational operators embody this ability. C++ provides six relational operators to compare
numbers. Because characters are represented by their ASCII codes, you can use these
operators with characters, too.They don’t work with C-style strings, but they do work
with string class objects. Each relational expression reduces to the bool value true if the
comparison is true and to the bool value false if the comparison is false, so these opera-
tors are well suited for use in a loop test expression. (Older implementations evaluate true
relational expressions to 1 and false relational expressions to 0.) Table 5.2 summarizes these
operators.
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if

1 // if.cpp -- using the if statement

2 #include <iostream>

3 int main()

4 {

5 using namespace std;

6 char ch;

7 int spaces = 0; int total = 0;

8 cin.get(ch);

9 while (ch != ’.’) // quit at end of sentence

10 {

11 if (ch == ’ ’) // check if ch is a space

12 ++spaces;

13 total++; // done every time

14 cin.get(ch);

15 }

16 cout << spaces << " spaces, " << total;

17 cout << " characters total in sentence\n";

18 return 0; }
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